Keeping Our Patients Safe During Construction

As we begin construction to expand the hospital, we are doing many things to keep patients safe:

- An **extended entrance** will help keep our sickest patients safe in case construction work stirs up any dust or pollen. The entrance has fans to blow dust or pollen off people as they walk through, and keeps it from getting into the hospital.

- We have **sealed doors and windows** in patient care areas and closed patios and outdoor areas facing the construction site.

- We are **adding fans on the roof** of this building to prevent dust and pollen from getting into our air system.

- We are **taking samples of the air** inside and outside the hospital each week to make sure it is clean.

If you have any **questions or concerns**, e-mail construction@seattlechildrens.org or ask your nurse.

To learn more about the construction, visit http://construction.seattlechildrens.org.